FABRIC OF THE CITY is at Clareview LRT Station, on the exterior NW facing wall near the bus loop.
RETURNING HOME is in Churchill station. Entering from the entrance next to the Art Gallery of Alberta, look to the south facing wall near the top of the escalators on the Concourse Level.
STORIES THAT WEAVE US is at Kingsway / Royal Alex Transit Centre, on the south facing exterior wall. The artwork is visible from LRT platform.
STRONG AS A FOREST is on the concourse level of the Corona LRT Station entrance on 107 st and Jasper ave. The entrance is on the South side of the avenue, near the Tim Hortons.
†Å+ (RIVER) is located in the University of Alberta LRT station. From the south entrance to Hub Mall, the mural starts at the top of the stairwell, which is at the bottom of the first set of escalators.